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We use cookies on our website for technical and statistical purposes.

You can use the Accept or Decline Cookies buttons

and you can manage them according to your preferences using the Settings button.

For more information about our cookie policy, click here.
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Privacy summary and Cookie Policy.

This website uses its own cookies for technical purposes necessary for the website to function correctly and uses third-party cookies for statistical purposes.

The cookie information is stored in your browser, and it recognises you when you return to our website. Cookies help us to identify which sections of our website are most interesting and helpful to visitors.

You can review our cookie policy here.

You can review our privacy policy here.








Strictly necessary own cookies

Strictly necessary cookies are essential for the security of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information and allow the website to function correctly.

These cookies are:

	Cookie	Description	Duration
	moove_gdpr_popup	Stores the user's consent preferences for the use of cookies. It is set by the GDPR cookie consent add-on.	8 days
	aviaCookieConsent	Stores user consent for website cookies, which is essential to comply with legal regulations such as GDPR.	11 months
	cf_clearance	Used by Cloudflare to identify secure web traffic and protect against malicious attacks.	11 months






Enable or Disable Cookies













If you disable this cookie we will not be able to save your preferences. This means that each time you visit this website you will have to enable or disable cookies again.











Third-party analytics cookies

This website uses Google Analytics to collect anonymous information such as the number of visitors to the site, or the most popular pages (Google Analytics is a free service provided by Google Inc.).

YouTube is a service that offers the possibility to discover, watch and share videos and other content (YouTube is a service offered by Google Inc.).

LinkedIn is a professional networking social network (LinkedIn is owned by Microsoft Corporation).

These cookies are:

	Cookie	Description	Duration
	_ga, _ga_B6Y7ZEETZL, _ga_5SXKTZMVJ2, _ga_H0J6XF5FN4.	By means of these cookies, Google Analytics collects information in order to compile statistical reports on which pages of the website have been consulted, how the website has been accessed, at what time, with which browser, etc. This information is then sent to the servers of Google Inc.	4 months
	_CONSENT,
YSC
	YouTube sets these cookies through YouTube videos embedded on the website and records anonymous statistical data.	24 months
	yt.innertube::requests,
yt.innertube::nextId
	YouTube sets this cookie to record a unique ID to store data about which YouTube videos the user has watched.	undated
	AnalyticsSyncHistory	Linkedin establece esta cookie para almacenar información sobre la hora a la que tuvo lugar una sincronización con la cookie lms_analytics.	1 month






Enable or Disable Cookies













Please enable strictly necessary cookies first so that we can save your preferences!











Third-party functional cookies

Functional cookies help perform certain functions, such as sharing website content on social media platforms, collecting feedback, measuring bandwidth used in the connection, personalising advertising content and other third-party functions.

These cookies are:

	Cookie	Description	Duration
	bcookie	LinkedIn sets this cookie from LinkedIn share buttons and ad tags to recognise browser IDs.	12 months
	li_sugr	LinkedIn sets this cookie to collect data about user behaviour in order to optimise the website and make advertisements on the website more relevant.	24 months
	bscookie	LinkedIn sets this cookie to store the actions performed on the website.	12 months
	UserMatchHistory	LinkedIn sets this cookie for LinkedIn Ads ID synchronisation.	1 month
	li_gc	LinkedIn sets this cookie to store the visitor's consent to the use of cookies for non-essential purposes.	6 months
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	YouTube sets this cookie to measure bandwidth, determining whether the user gets the new or the old player interface.	6 months
	mp_a36067b00a263cce0299cfd960e26ecf_mixpanel	The purpose of this Mixpanel cookie is to personalise advertising, in the event that the website has advertisements inserted.	4 months
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Please enable strictly necessary cookies first so that we can save your preferences!
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